
This power point, designed to be 

used with kindergarten students, 

contains lessons for four days. 



Day 1



Working with Informational Text - Science

K.RI.1  With prompting and support, ask and 

answer questions about key details in text.

You can better understand what you are 

reading by asking yourself questions and 

then reading on to find the answers.



Standards:
S4C3PO2 Identify that animals need the following to grow and survive: food, 
water, 
air, space.

K.RI.1 With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about key details 
in a text. 

K.SL.1 Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about 

kindergarten topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups.

K.L.6 Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and 

being read to, and responding to texts.  

Sub-objectives:

The student will know how to ask a question

The student will answer who, what, when, where, how 

many, and how questions 

The student will determine which details are important 

in the text and why 



Focus Question:

What are the parts of a fish’s body?



How are these objects alike?  Which object does not 

belong with the group (circle the item)?  Why?



Today we will read an informational 

text about fish.  As we read, we will be

asking and answering questions about

the text.

Good readers ask themselves questions as they

are reading in order to better understand the

text.



Vocabular y
fish

scales

fins

gills

oxygen

egg

hatch

fry

life cycle

-  an animal t hat  lives in water

-  small, fl at  plates t hat  cover a fish's body

-  par t s of  a fish's body used for  swimming

-  par t s of  a fish's body used for  breat hing

-  a part  of  air  t hat  animals breat he

-  a stage in t he lif e cycle of  an animal

-  t o break out  of  an egg

-  baby fish

-  t he changes an animal goes t hrough dur ing

   it s lif e

Here are some vocabulary words we will be using as we are learning 

about fish.



Read the text.  Use think-aloud to complete the graphic organizer on the 

following slide.



Questions Readers Ask:

Who?

What?

When?



Read the text.  Have the students think-pair-share to complete the graphic 

organizer on the following slide.



Where?

Why?
Hmm...

I wonder...

How?

Questions Readers Ask:





Questions Readers Ask:

Who?

What?

When?



Where?

Why?
Hmm...

I wonder...

How?

Questions Readers Ask:



Using the text and pictures, have students label the 

parts of the fish.



Day 2



Working with Informational Text - Science

K.RI.1  With prompting and support, ask and 

answer questions about key details in text.

You can better understand what you are 

reading by asking yourself questions and 

then reading on to find the answers.



Standards:
S4C3PO2 Identify that animals need the following to grow and survive: food, 
water, 
air, space.

K.RI.1 With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about key details 
in a text. 

K.SL.1 Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about 

kindergarten topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups.

K.L.6 Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and 

being read to, and responding to texts.  

Sub-objectives:

The student will know how to ask a question

The student will answer who, what, when, where, how 

many, and how questions 

The student will determine which details are important 

in the text and why 



Focus Question:

What is a fish and where do they 

live?



Take a look at this picture.  What questions 

could you ask to find out more?



Today we will learn some more information about 

fish.  As we read, we will be asking and answering 

questions about the text.

Good readers ask themselves questions as they 

are reading in order to better understand the text.



Vocabular y
fish

scales

fins

gills

oxygen

egg

hatch

fry

life cycle

-  an animal t hat  lives in water

-  small, fl at  plates t hat  cover a fish's body

-  par t s of  a fish's body used for  swimming

-  par t s of  a fish's body used for  breat hing

-  a part  of  air  t hat  animals breat he

-  a stage in t he lif e cycle of  an animal

-  t o break out  of  an egg

-  baby fish

-  t he changes an animal goes t hrough dur ing

   it s lif e



I Do We Do

What is a fish?

Where does a fish live?

What can fish be?





Where do you find fish?

You find fish in the _________.

Where do fish find food?

Fish find food in the _________.



What is something you have learned about fish so far?



Day 3



Standards:
S4C3PO2 Identify that animals need the following to grow and survive: food, 
water, 
air, space.

K.RI.1 With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about key details 
in a text. 

K.SL.1 Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about 

kindergarten topics and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups.

K.L.6 Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and 

being read to, and responding to texts.  

Sub-objectives:

The student will know how to ask a question

The student will answer who, what, when, where, how 

many, and how questions 

The student will determine which details are important 

in the text and why 



Focus Question:

How are different types of fish the 

same and how are they different?



Similar Different



Vocabular y
fish

scales

fins

gills

oxygen

egg

hatch

fry

life cycle

-  an animal t hat  lives in water

-  small, fl at  plates t hat  cover a fish's body

-  par t s of  a fish's body used for  swimming

-  par t s of  a fish's body used for  breat hing

-  a part  of  air  t hat  animals breat he

-  a stage in t he lif e cycle of  an animal

-  t o break out  of  an egg

-  baby fish

-  t he changes an animal goes t hrough dur ing

   it s lif e

Here are some vocabulary words we will be using as we are learning 

about fish.



I Do We Do

What do fish breathe with?
How do fish get oxygen?



We Do

What are baby fish called?

What is it called when animals grow and 

change?



Partner Discussion

Have students work with their partners to 

come up with all the ways the fish in the 

pictures are the same and different.  

Encourage them to use academic 

vocabulary and evidence from the text 

when responding. 

They Do

7



How are the fish on page 7 the same?

They are the same because

  ________________________.

How are the fish on page 7 different?

They are different because

  ________________________.

Same

Different



What is something new you have learned about fish?



Day 4



Working with Informational Text - Science

K.W.2  Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing 

to compose informative/explanatory texts in which they name 

what they are writing about and supply some information 

about the topic.

K.W.2  Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to compose 

informative/explanatory texts in which they name what they are writing 

about and supply some information about the topic. 

S4C3PO2 Identify that animals need the following to grow and survive: food, water, 
air, space.



Name: Date:

Topic:

Pictures

What do fish need to grow and survive?



Name: Date:

Topic:

Pictures

What do fish need to grow and survive?

Fish need water, food, and oxygen to grow and survive.

Fish can live in                            

fresh or salt water.

Fish find food in                             

the water.

They get oxygen                          

from the water.

I name my topic.

I supply some information about the topic.

I capitalize the first word in a sentence.

I use end punctuation for sentences.

I stretch and spell my words.

I use and spell my red words correctly.

I use my science from the text.  


